
MTC10/20/O: SUPPLY, DELIVERY INSTALLATION & COMMISIONING OF A LAYER 7 LOAD BALANCER 

    

QUESTION ANSWER  

    

Do you want to use your existing applications and web services using 
this load balancer service or we can design new equivalent? 

Existing Apps and Web Services will be migrated at a later stage, but will be 
migrated to the LB 

    

From Diagram, can we assume that current Layer 4 load balancer will 
be replaced with new Layer 7 load balancer? Correct 

    

From Diagram, can we assume that All SV APP will be replaced by CM 
Web servers? No SV App will remain as is 

    

From Diagram, can we assume that all three DBs will remain same? Correct 

    

Is this requirement for single load balancer from Active-Standby, Active-
Active, etc or all will be on multiple server? 

We are looking at a HA solution, whether that be Active-Standby or Active-
Active will be depend on the capability of the LB and recommendations by 
Successful vendor 

    

Do you want any Cloud Based http load balancer or on premise only? On premise 

    

Are your existing router and core switches have enough capacity as per 
your request for load balancer capacity? Is there any chance to replace 
same if needed? We have the needed Capacity 



    

For C - i, do you want dynamic selection for LB method or only one 
time? 
We do not want to be limited on a single method, please provide all LB 
methods 
 
For C - m, which type of CRL/CL limit you want to put? Is it dynamic or 
one time? Please propose all 

    

For C - s, what will be multi-tenant scenario? 
Allowing multiple tenant use of the appliance. Providing separate Routing 
domains, policies etc 

    

Is there any geographical area limit for implementation (In case of cloud 
setup)?  No 

    

What will be available bandwidth (Mbps) at site location? Minimum 10Gbps 

    

Any major limitation in current solution which you want to overcome 
with proposed solution? Throughput capacity of appliance 

 


